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Housing is a huge decision.



At the heart of choosing a new home is a big decision. An apartment isn't just a place to stay; it's the backdrop to your life. Beyond your apartment's front door, the surrounding neighborhood is where you'll meet new friends, run errands, and find your new go-to coffee spot.

Whether it's budget, the right amount of space, the perfect location, or the amenities you'll actually use — every detail shapes the living experience. At ApartmentsFOR, our goal is to give you the information and tools to make confident decisions for a home that fits your budget and makes this era of your life genuinely better.
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"In 2010, we set out to solve a need for Gainesville. With a near 50/50 split student housing to conventional housing, both renters and apartment communities were frustrated with apartment prospecting. This exact challenge still exists today, renters just use our search technology to solve it.

-Sydney Jamieson, Managing Director



        

    




    
        
            


ApartmentsFor Brands



Over a decade ago in Gainesville, FL , Swamp Rentals was created with an idea to make a housing search that is truly representative of the community. Since then, ApartmentsFor has heard the need of 6 cities across the southeast for a search of their own. Lovingly and painstakingly, our team has taken years to develop each unique brand with local industry leaders and experts as our trusted resource.
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Changing the way
renters connect with apartments.

        

    






		
			
				
					Swamp Rentals Wins Supplier Company of the Year Award at 2023 NCFAA ACE Awards
					The ApartmentsFor Blog

					Read More
				

			

		

		
			
				
					ApartmentsFor Embraces TikTok to Connect with Gen Z
					The ApartmentsFor Blog

					Read More
				

			

		

		
			
				
					Establishing A Collective Vision for ApartmentsFor
					The ApartmentsFor Blog

					Read More
				

			

		

		
			
				
					ApartmentsFor Visits Over 200 Communities during Student Housing Turn 2023
					The ApartmentsFor Blog

					Read More
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Comparison Inspires Confidence

ApartmentsFor’s industry leading website technology offers renters thousands of search combinations to ensure they find exactly what they’re looking for. Whether the top priority is budget, distance to campus, number of roommates, or who has the best dog park - the search results will reflect it. As a result, when a renter walks into a leasing office, they’ve already been briefed on the property.

Enjoy an apartment listing experience customized to exactly what your market needs. Each ApartmentsFor website is created to serve it's market with local, qualified traffic.  

Is your apartment community on the map?

Contact Us


        

    




    
        
            
Our Stakeholders

ApartmentsFor is the bridge between renter and community. In each of our markets, we invest in relationships with industry professionals, renters, universities, and local leaders to bring together all who have a stake in the apartment business.  

 Explore Stakeholders

        

        
            
Integration Partners

Leasing teams, management, and property owners care about the numbers. ApartmentsFor offers seamless integrations with the programs your teams use daily. For renters, this allows for pricing, photos, and specials to be consistent and updated. Check out our partners

 Explore Integrations 

        

        
            
Apartment Listing Setups

ApartmentsFor invests the time to make each listing as unique as the community. Our team researches and writes custom content to highlight a community's selling features. Even add a digital boost to your listing with ApartmentsFor video production. Listing are approved once all partners are pleased. 

 Explore Listing Setup 

        

    




    
        
            

        

    





    
        
            
                
Markets We Serve



Management Companies We've Worked With



At ApartmentsFor, we believe in building lasting partnerships. These management companies have partnered with ApartmentsFor to get their communities on the map and reach their ideal audience during crucial decision-making moments.
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Our Markets

	Off Campus Housing Near UGA
	Gainesville Apartments
	USF Off-Campus Housing
	Tallahassee Apartments
	Orlando Apartments
	Jacksonville Apartments
	Tampa & St. Pete Apartments
	Apartments near Disney


            

            
                
Student Housing

	UCF Apartments
	Apartments near UA
	UF Apartments
	FSU Apartments
	FAMU Apartments
	TCC Apartments
	USF Apartments
	UGA Apartments
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